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advantageous had the large values of n been arranged conveniently for harmonic 
interpolation, such as n = 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, etc. 
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This paper is concerned with obtaining (3-expectation tolerance regions which are 
minimax and most stringent (see [1] and [2]) for the upper tail of the single ex- 
ponential population and for the central part of the double exponential distribution. 
The single exponential probability density function (pdf) is of the form 
a-l exp [- (x - )/a] with x > ,, where one or both of , and a are unknown. The 
double exponential pdf is of the form (2a) 1 exp (-i x - I/a), where , is known 
and a is unknown. The sample values are xi < ... < x,; X = xi/n; 
S = iZt=2 (xi - xi)/(n - 1); Ao and co represent known values of ,u and a;. 
t= El=, I xi -,o 1. Then the optimum tolerance intervals, which are easily identi- 
fied with the situations considered, are [a(x - Mo), Xo), [xi - bpco', ? ), 

[xi - cPs, X ), and [Mo - dat, /o + d,t]. Tables I-IV contain 6D values of a#, b,s, 
co, dp, respectively, for n = 1(1)20, 40, 60 and ,3 = .75, .90, .95, .99. The power 
of tolerance intervals is expressed in terms of parameter al, where a, is determined 

as the solution of (ac) exp t- (x - A)/ ac dx = = measure of desirability, 

for the single exponential case, and from (2cac)-F exp (-j x- i ao) dx -y for 

the double exponential case. Here I(j3) is the tolerance interval considered and 
O < y < 1 (large values indicate greatest desirability). Tables V, VI, and VIII 
contain 7D values of the power for intervals [a,(x - /Ao), X ), [xi- b,cao -c X ), 

[so - dpt, ,uo + dpt], respectively, for n- = 1(2)7, 10, 15, 30, 60, and j3 = .75, .90, 
.95, .99; likewvise for x1cps and Table VII, except that n = 2(2)10, 15, 30, 60. 
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It is well known that a random sample of size N from a normal universe with 
mean j, and variance 2 yields one-sided tolerance limits (-00, T.) and ( TL, + ??) 
each of which includ-es at least a fraction a of the universe with probability P, where 

Tu= x + ks, 

TL = X- ks, 


